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UNIT 8 Chapter 2

THE LITTLE BULLY
TEXT BASED QUESTIONS
Objective Answer Type Questions
1-

State 'T' for True and 'F' for False statements.
(i)

Hari used to tease everyone in the class.



(ii)

Hari made friends with the monster crab.



(iii) Nobody hated Hari.



(iv) The lobster was the cousin of the giant crab.



(v)



Hari enjoyed the picnic.

(vi) The class went for picnic to the seaside.
2-



Read the following line and answer the questions that follow.
"They only did to me what I keep doing to the other children," he thought.

(i)

Who is 'he' in the above line?
_______________________________________________________

(ii)

What was done to him and by whom?
_______________________________________________________

(iii) what did 'he' used to do with other children?
_______________________________________________________

(iv) Find one noun and one pronoun from the line.
(a)

Noun

.........................

(b)

Pronoun

.........................
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Very Short Answer Type Questions
3-

Why were all the children excited?
____________________________________________________________

4-

What did Hari do when he was angry on the picnic day?
____________________________________________________________

Short Answer Type Questions
5-

What two things did Hari do to tease others?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

6-

Why was pinching Hari no good?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

7-

What did Hari get for lunch for the picnic?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Long Answer Type Questions
8-

How did Hari realise his mistake?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Choose the correct answer.
(i)

Why did all the children hat Hari?
(a)Because he would not talk to anyone. 
(b) Because he always pinched them.



(c) Because he loved stealing their food. 
(ii)

" Nobody took Hari's hand. Nobody, went near him. Nobody played with
him." This shows that Hari had
(a)many friends.



(b) few friends



(c) no friends.



(iii) Hari was pinched till he was black and blue. 'Black and blue' means
(a)Hari fell down in pain.



(b) There were bruises on his body



(c) Hari painted himself in colours.



(d) Hari had a black and blue shirt.



(iv) 'I shan't pinch anyone anymore'. Shan't means.
(a)shall



(b) should



(c) shall not



(d) will not



LANGUAGE BASED QUESTIONS
1-

Fill the boxes with the opposites of the words given in them.
(i)

push

(ii)

wild

(iii)

(iv)
excited

(v)
hoarse
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(i)

Bruise

..........................................................................................

(ii)

Nipped

..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Encircle the words from the following which are correctly spelled.
A
(i)
Lept
(ii) Horid
(iii) Pincer
(iv) Stelk

4-
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Make sentences from the following words.

(iii) Queer

3-
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B
Leapt
Horidd
Pinser
Stalk

C
Laept
Horrid
Pencer
Stak

Suppose you are Hari. Write a diary entry on his behalf expressing a day of
picnic.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

5-

6-

Give the full forms of
won't

................................................................

weren't

................................................................

wouldn't

................................................................

couldn't

................................................................

can't

................................................................

don't

................................................................

The words 'quietly' and 'loudly' tell us how an action is being done.
Find five more words ending in-ly which denote how something is done.

(i)

.................................. ly
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.................................. ly

(iii) .................................. ly
(iv) .................................. ly
(v)

.................................. ly

(vi) .................................. ly

7-

Tick

({)

the correct form of the verbs written in brackets.

(i)

There [is, are] no news today.

(ii)

The cattle [are, is] grazing in the field.

(iii) Ram as well as Shyam [is, are] guilty.
(iv) Each of these boys [has, have] passed.
(v)
8-

Raman's friends [has, have] come to visit him.

Complete the blanks with rhyming words of the following and practice aloud:
bruise
carriage
prawn

9-

c ..................................
m ..................................
d ..................................

creatures fe ..................................
teachers pr ..................................
vowed
c ..................................

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles.
(a)

Hari was .................... unpopular boy.

(b)

The boys and girls went to .................... seaside for a picnic.

(c)

He saw .................... big crab coming towards him.

(d)

I found .................... empty bottle, floating in the water.

(e)

.................... sea creatures ate his food.

(f)

Heera sat on .................... wall.

(g)

My mother gave me .................... apple.

(h)

It's too hot in .................... summer.

(i)

He is .................... honest man.
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(j)

.................... book is on .................... table.

(k)

He went out of .................... room.

(l)

Everyone needs .................... friend.

Read the following sentences and underline the adverbs.
(a)

She walked slowly.

(b)

Nisha is driving her car carefully.

(c)

I spoke to her recently.

(d)

We should not drive fast.

(e)

The children were extremely excited about the picnic.

Use the pural forms of the words given below to complete the sentences.
potato, child, pupil, scarf, company, sheep, fish, foot, watch
(i)

How many .................... study German as a second language?

(ii)

The software engineer opened several computer

(iii) Most policemen in Delhi are six .................... tall.
(iv) Which breed of .................... produces Angora wool?
(v)

The fishermen went early o catch the .................... .

(vi) The men checked their .................... to know the right time.
(vii) The children were served a dish made of .................... .
(viii) The .................... wrapped their .................... around their necks.
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